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5-8 July • 
8-12 August 

NAMHO Conference- Aberwstwyth 
Conference - Liverpool 

10 August Surface walk - Peak Forest 
8 October U/G - Pikehall 

U/G -Monsal 17 November 
September 2003 NAMHO Meet - Ireland 

FUTURE MEETS 

1. Surface walk around Cononley Lead Mine. Skipton. Yorks 
Sunday 21 April 2002 
Organiser: Paul Chandler. 
Hosts: Mike Gill and "Friends of Cononley Mine". 
Bring a packed lunch, waterproofs, walking gear, 

camera, etc. There is the possibility of a short underground 
trip in the same area so bring caplamp, helmet, boilersuit, etc 
if you are interested. 

For meeting time, place, further details etc, contact Paul 
Chandler during April 2002. 

2. Surface walk visiting coal mining remains and guarry 
workings, Axe Edge and Goyt Valley areas. Buxton 

Sunday 2 June 2002 
Leader: Paul Chandler. 
Walk grade: Moderate, it will be about 8 miles, including 

some road walking, and will take all day. Bring a packed 
lunch, waterproofs, walking gear, camera, etc. O/S Outdoor 
Leisure No 24 (White Peak) covers the walk area. 

Route: Derbyshire Bridge - A54 (road) - Danebower 
Colliery/Danebower Quarries - Reeve-edge Quarries - Orchard 
Farm - Orchard Common - Axe Edge Moor - Burbage -
Macclesfield Old Road - Goyt's Clough - Derbyshire Bridge. 

Meet 9.45-10.00am at Derbyshire Bridge car park (NGR 
019716). 

3. Devonshire Cavern. Matlock Bath. Derbys 
Tuesday 4 June 2002 
Leader: John Bamatt 
Evening Visit - a trip with an emphasis on detailed 

examination of the archaeological features, particularly 

firesetting, that demonstrate the antiquity of this often visited 
but little understood mine. Not all the system will 
be examined, but some of the more obscure (and sometimes 
tight) side passages will be visited. 

Easy/Moderate Grade - Oversuit or boilersuit and 
caplamp required - no ladderwork - some crawling and 
somewhat-tight squeezes. Joint meet with Masson Caving 
Group. 

Numbers strictly limited to 10, as any more and we will 
not fit into some of the passages. Please contact John for more 
details and to book your place (Tel: 01298 77923; e-mail 
John.Bamatt@btintemet.com 

4. Surface walk - Peak Forest/Castleton Liberty 
Saturday 1 0 August 2002 
Leader: Chris Heathcote 
Meet on Church Lane, Peak Forest village at 10.00am 
This circular surface walk will visit Gautries Rake, Two 

Rakes Vein, Linicar Rake, White Rake, Daisy Rake and 
Oxlow Rake. The significant history and surface features of 
the numerous mines situated on the rakes will be given. If the 
weather is inclement the walk could be shortened. If time 
allows High Grove on Dirtlow Rake will also be visited. 

Bring a packed lunch and suitable walking attire, camera 
and binoculars to appreciate the excellent views over the 
Derbyshire countryside. 

For further details, contact Chris Heathcote, Tel : 01298 
814822 

5. Mouldridge Mine. Pikehall. Derbys 
Tuesday 8 October 2002 
Leader: John Bamatt 
Evening Visit - a trip with an emphasis on a detailed 

examination of the archaeological features that demonstrate 



the various periods of mining at this interesting lead mine with 
its hading pipework. 

Easy/Moderate Grade - Oversuit or boilersuit and 
caplamp required - no ladderwork - some easy crawling and 
simple climbing. Joint meet with Masson Caving Group. 

Numbers strictly limited to 10, as any more and we will 
not fit into some of the passages. Please contact John for more 
details and to book your place Tel: 01298 77923; e-mail 
John.Barnatt@btinternet.com, or Mobile: 07944-351836. 

6. Putwell Hill Mine. Monsal Dale & Arrocks Black Marble 
Mine, Ashford-in-theWater, Derbys 

Sunday 17 November 2002 
Leader: Paul Chandler 
Further details in October 2002 Newsletter. 

FUTURE MEET 
Visit to World War Two POW Escape Tunnel, Hayes 

Conference Centre, Swanwick, Derbys. 
Organiser: Paul Chandler 
To book your place/further details, contact: Paul 

Chandler. 
For further details on any of the above meets organised 

by Paul Chandler - Tel: 01246 220773 

DERBYSHIRE TALKS 
A series of illustrated talks exploring the rich heritage of 

Derbyshire has been arranged by Robin Hall and the "Monday 
Night" group. 

Three of these well supported talks have already been 
given and the remaining talks in the series will be presented at 
the Peak District Mining Museum at Matlock Bath on the 
second Tuesday of May and June. Each talk will start at 
7.30pm. Further details can be obtained from the Museum. 
Tel: 01629 583834. Web site: www.peakrnines.co.uk 

Details of the remaining talks are: 
l . The Cromford and High Peak Railway 

14 May 2002 
Countryside Ranger Andy Pollock looks at the Cromford 

and High Peak Railway from its early days through to its 
development as the High Peak Trail and into the future. 

2. Know Your Rocks 
11June2002 
Can't tell calcite from coal, or a crinoid from a trilobite? 

Ranger Robin Jeffcoat will introduce you to the wonderful 
world of rocks, minerals and fossils. 
Robin Hall 

NAMHO 2002 CONFERENCE 
The NAMHO 2002 Conference will be held at 

Aberystwyth on the 5 - 8 July 2002. 
The Conference will be hosted by the Welsh Mines 

Society, assisted by other local mining history societies. 
There will be a full programme of lectures, surface walks, 
underground trips and social events. 

If you have returned the preliminary registration form 
enclosed with the last Newsletter, then you will have been 
advised of the Conference details. If you haven' t 
pre-registered but want further information, please contact 
The Conference Secretary, John Hine, The Grottage, 2 Cullis 
Lane, Mile End, COLEFORD, GL16 7QF. Tel: 01594 
83321 7. 
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NAMBO MEET 2003 
It has been confirmed that the Ireland Meet, that had to be 
cancelled due to the Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak, will 
now take place in September 2003. It is expected that the 
programme will be as that published for the September 2001 
event. Further information will be available later in the year. 

BOOK REVIEWS 
1. "British Small Mines (South)" by A J Booth, Industrial 
Railway Society, Bridlington. 96pp. Cost £15 .00. 

This is the fourth of Booth' s Small Mines series two on 
So~th Wales and the north and, now, south volumes. 'They are 
an important record of a class of mine which is often 
ephemeral and which does not always attract photographs as 
might a large mine. The most obvious feature of the series is 
the high quality of photographic reproduction for which the 
Industrial Railway Society are to be congratulated - the 
quality you see on the cover is what you get inside - which 
few other publishers could claim, useful as their products may 
otherwise be. Most of the photographs were taken after 1980 
so this is a record for such mines which may be quite ' 
unrepeatable, for health and safety demands, let alone labour 
costs and decline in real prices now make the non-productive 
burdens of running a small mine almost unsupportable. With 
~ny luck, that small mine, you did not quite get to photograph, 
is here. Our local examples include Amber Valley Colliery 
(the bits of which have now gone to Pleasley Pit), Doe Lea 
Colliery, Ladywash and Sallet Hole Mines, and Long Rake. 
Not quite all, but an impressive tally. 
Lynn Willies 

2. "Furnaces to cucumbers - The Illustrated Travels of a 
Swede in Britain 1753-55" by RR Angerstein, translated by 
T orsten & Peter Berg. Published by the Science Museum, 
London. ISBN 1 900747 24 3 (hardback 378pp) Price £34.95. 

In 1753, the Swedish engineer, Reinhold Rucker 
Angerstein spent two years journeying through England and 
the Welsh borders to assess the Nation's development in 
matters of technology, engineering and agriculture. 

Financed partly by the Swedish Government, partly by 
the present day Swedish Iron Producers Association 
(Jernkontoret) and partly by private companies, he was one of 
at least 20 Swedish engineers who visited Britain in the 18th 
and 19th centuries to ascertain the market for Swedish bar iron 
and the technological competence of the country' s iron 
industry in competing with Sweden 's. The demand for iron by 
Britain grew rapidly in the l 81

h Century as the Industrial 
Revolution took hold, and over half of this iron was supplied 
by Sweden. In 1699, Swedish exports of iron to Britain 
amounted to 15.3kt, accounting for half of all Swedish iron 
exports and 800/o of Britain's iron imports. By the time of 
Angerstein's visit, imports of Swedish iron had increased in 
volume to 24.5kt, nearly 60% of Sweden' s total exports, but 
this now only supplied 64% of Britain' s needs, the remainder 
being produced domestically or imported largely from Russia 
and to a lesser extent from Spain and America. In fact, by 
1767, iron imports from Russia exceeded those from Sweden, 
which was never again the dominant supplier. 

This awareness of the highly competitive nature of the 
trade in iron is reflected in many of Angerstein' s diary 
entries where, in each region of the country he visited, he 
compares the prices of imported iron and locally produced 
iron. The latter provides an invaluable insight into British iron 



making as it not only includes the prices of raw materials but 
also the wages paid to the different categories of workers. 

While there are some 83 references relating to iron in the 
diaries, some running to several pages, Angerstein records 
almost everything he found of interest. There are many entries 
on mining, from the tin and copper mines of Cornwall, to the · 
lead mines of Derbyshire and Cumbria. Numerous entries 
describe coal mining and include a sketch ofa 'spark' machine 
to give light underground without the 'risk' of igniting 
firedamp (methane), which a naked flame was known to do. 
Comments on society are also sometimes included, from the 
Cornish 'hags' smoking pipes, to the fear of highwaymen on 
his travels and the sight of gallows along the road to deter 
them. 

Matlock Bath and the surrounding district was visited. 
There is a description and illustration of the lead works at 
Crich, which, Angerstein reports, employed reverberatory 
cupolas. There are two adjacent smelters, one using natural 
draught is charged with one ton of galena mixed with pit coal 
and limestone and takes nine hours for a smelt, the other uses 
coke instead of coal and has water driven bellows to provide a 
forced draught. The workers are paid 8 shillings a week. The 
lead mines on Cromford Moor were also visited and a 
description of the roasting of the ore to remove calamine is 
given. Although only three pages refer to activities at Matlock, 
there are numerous other references to lead smelting and 
mining in other regions elsewhere in the diary. 

!. · 

Lead works at Crich 
Also scattered among the dominant entries on engineering 
topics are comments on agriculture, the type of crops grown., 
the merits of marl over lime in fertilising fields, and even 
recipes, for example, on how to pickle cucumbers. 

The translation of the book into English was evidently a 
labour oflove. Commenced by Torsten Berg, the task was 
completed on his death by his son Peter. The English is 
excellent, the only possible confusion being the frequent 
reference to ' coal' instead of' charcoal', but the distinction is 
made clear by the use of the term 'mineral coal' wherever the 
fossil fuel is referred to. The 378 page book includes some 360 
sketches redrawn at the time from Angerstein's original 
daybooks. These in themselves provide superb detail of many 
of the structures and equipment. 

Each of the six journeys undertaken are recorded as 
separate chapters liberally annotated with comments by the 
editors. There are also 10 pages of introductory text, three 
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appendices listing source materials, iron identification stamps 
and details of translation methods and weights, measures and 
currency conversions. There are also 38 bibliography 
references and an excellent index. 

The book provides one of the most comprehensive 
records ofindustry and life in Britain in the mid 18th century 
available today. 
Tim Smith 

3. "West Shropshire Mining Fields" by Ivor J Brown. 2001. 
Tempus Publications Ltd. 128 pages. ISBN 0 7524 23263 0. 
Cost £10.99. 

This little book is largely a collection of some 200 old 
photographs (black & white) of the western half of the 
Shropshire mining fields. These cover the Snailbeach, 
Tankerville, Pennerley, Bog, Roman Gravels and several other 
lesser lead mines, as well as barytes and copper mines, 
together with associated mills, smelt houses and railways. A 
short chapter on the Shrewsbury and northwest Shropshire 
coal mines is included. The photos provide a valuable record 
of a defunct industry, many showing installations which have 
now disappeared. There are many groups of miners whose 
descendants probably still live in the area. 

The book starts with a short introduction to the area, but 
the sketch of the geological setting is very brief with little said 
on the vein pattern or on the gangue minerals. Each 

photograph has a full caption and each mine or 
group has about one page of introductory 
historical text. These all make a useful 
summary of the mining activity of the region, 
but it is a pity that plans of the mineral veins, 
mine workings and mine building layouts are 
confined to a few small sketch-maps. There is 
no plan at all of the largest mine complex, 
Snailbeach, and as one not so familiar with the 
area, I found placing some of the photos 
difficult. There is a comprehensive 
bibliography, but some of the entries are 
incomplete, lacking details of volume numbers 
or publishers. 
Dr TD Ford 

4. "Images of Cornish Tin" by Alan Stoyell & 
Peter Williams. 2002. Landmark Publishing 
Ltd., for English Heritage. ISBN l 84036 020 
5. A4 format, 192 pages. Cost: £29.50. 

For collectors of mining history photographs, this 
magnificent volume is a must. It is mostly colour photographs 
amassed by the authors during their work with the Royal 
Commission on Historic Monuments (now National 
Monument Record) on Cornish mines, plus a few in Devon. It 
is beautifully reproduced and the majority of the photographs 
were taken during the declining years of the Cornish tin 
industry. It also includes a scatter of old black and white 
photos from yesteryear and a handful of reproductions of 
paintings. Together they form a fine record of a fast 
disappearing industry. 

After a brief introduction, the book is divided into 
sections dealing with landscape, shafts, engines, underground, 
ore-processing, buildings and miscellany, each section with a 
single paragraph introduction. Full explanatory captions are 
appended to each of the 200+ photos. 



I have only one criticism - there are no maps. For readers 
less familiar with Cornwall, it would have been useful to have 
some means of knowing where they all lie. 
Dr TD Ford 

5. "Cumbrian Mining" by Ian Tyler. 2000, hardback, 232pp, 
300+ photos and illustrations, A4 size. Cost £22.50. 

This is the latest book in the Lake District Mining Series 
by Ian Tyler. The book is a pictorial overview of mining and 
quarrying in Cumbria presented in nineteen individual 
chapters dealing with mining and quarrying from the Stone 
Age to the present day. 

The book is the result of many years ofresearch spent 
delving into the more obscure aspects of mining such as the 
inception of the Mines Rescue and its formation in Cumbria, 
the methods by which the early miners lit their way 
underground and the problems they faced both in the mining 
of coal and hard rock, the all important methods of extraction 
from the art offire setting through to the latest drilling 
techniques and the discovery of explosives and the use of 
gunpowder. Another aspect of mining that is rarely dealt with 
is the monetary side, the raising of capital through shares. 
Perhaps the least written about is methods of transport from 
the working horse to the railway. 

Also included are chapters on graffiti, man's personal 
signature on his history, Cumbria's commercial minerals, a 
glossary of mining terms and a list of those Cumbrian 
museums and societies specialising in mining. 
Evelyn Dixon 

6. "Industrial Heritage - Industry People Transport. Vol 27 
No 4 Winter 2001 . 40 pp photos. 1 year's subscription £ 12.50 
from Yorkshire History 

An illegal enterprise in Surrey in the Seventeenth 
century: Thomas Steere's wireworks at Chilworth [Surrey] by 
Glenys Crocker. An interesting account that also describes the 
wireworks at Tintem in the Wye Valley, Monmouthshire. 

Coal - In Lincolnshire by ROT A. And why not one 
might ask? As there were fortunes being made in the coal 
industry in neighbouring Yorkshire and Lancashire local 
entrepreneurs sunk trial shafts at Woodhall Spa. They failed to 
find coal but did find water with amazing curative properties. 

Castlefield, Manchester. The regeneration and 
sustainable development of historic industrial site (part two) 
by Derek Brumhead. 

Happy Valley No More by Jack Nadin. On the morning 
of Thursday 22 March 1962, a methane gas explosion tore 
through the Rise Two District ofHapton Valley Colliery on 
the outskirts of Burnley in Lancashire. Sixteen men were 
killed and 20 injured . All proceeds of this book go to the 
Hapton Valley Colliery Disaster Fund. 

Coal seams and mine workings below Moorhead and 
Meggs Farm by Phil Hudson. More information has appeared 
since the publication of the book "Coal Mining in Lunesdaleu 
An extensive colliery under Hornby Castle Estates is described 
with many useful references. 

Faversham Bricks, anon. A million bricks every l 0 days! 
That was the number used to build the 878 arch railway 
viaduct from London Bridge to Deptford. 

The Warwick Siphon by John Brace. The story of the 
problem involved in supplying the town of Warwick with a 
clean water supply. 

Russian Mining History by E Zablotski. From about 
1703 to 1840 the Russian Mining Industry was dominated by 
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English Mining Engineers. The author has made a detailed 
study of these men and listed their names, years of service, 
end of service, place of work and references (in Russian). 
Eventually these men were replaced by graduates of the 
Mining Institute in St Petersburg. 

The development of the Clitheroe Union Workhouse is a 
review of Keepers of the House by F H Lofthouse. 

The Kilbagie Canal by John M T Howat. In 1780 a canal 
from the River Forth in Scotland was constructed to transport 
grain and export whisky. 

The Tramshed and The Arsenal by Jack Vaughan. The 
so-called Woolwich Tramshed had a colourful history. First as 
an electrical generating plant, then as a theatre with a popular 
lunchtime bar presided over by the Mayor of Greenwich no 
less. 

As usual, something of interest to everybody. 
Tony Oldham 

7. "The Nent Force Level and Brewety Shaft" by Peter 
Wilkinson. 2002, North Penp.ines Heritage Trust. 105pp, cost 
£9.50. 

This is an account of the history and construction of the 
Nent Force Level from its inception in 1775 to its 
abandonment in 1904. It is written in a straightforward way 
and is based on original plans and documents. The description 
of Brewery Shaft and its hydraulic machinery is very 
interesting. There are several maps and plans and a good 
selection of photographs, both in black and white and colour. 

The book includes three circular walks along the course 
of the River Nent pointing out the shafts and other features 
associated with the level. There are easy to follow maps. 

I only have one quibble. The plan of Alston Town, with 
the points of interest for the start of the first walk, has north 
pointing towards the reader whereas all of the other maps and 
plans have the north point pointing away. 
Evelyn Dixon 

8. "Slate Ouan:y Album" by Gordon & Ann Hatherill. RCL 
Publications. 96pp with 77 duotone and 85 colour photos plus 
drawings, diagrams and sketches. ISBN 0-9538763 2 2 
softback and 0-9538763 3 0 hardback. Cost £19.99 softback 
and £27.99 hardback. 

This is superbly produced on high quality paper. The 
book is concerned mainly with three quarries: Maenofferen, 
Llechwedd and Aberllefenni. The full extent of the quarries 
are explored. There are chapters on tramways, trackwork of 
the tramways, inclines, working the tramways, horses and 
locomotives, wagons and other equipment and the use of 
electricity etc. Gordon is a trained Railway Engineer and the 
book has meticulous detail. 

I have enjoyed the book very much. It is well worthy of 
the price tag if you have an interest in slate quarries. There is 
one wonderful photograph of a squashed rail at Aberllefenni 
overloaded with slate wagons. 

A number of years ago I spent a few hours with Gordon 
and Ann, at their home, looking through numerous 
photographs and I have recently spoken to Ann who thinks in 
due course they may produce a book on the Aberllefenni 
Quarries. I imparted words of encouragement! 
John Knight 
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COPROLITE MINING AND COLL YWESTON STONE 
MINE 

I would like to thank all the PDMHS members 
(approx 18) who took the trouble to either write or phone me 
regarding the above requests for information that was 
published in PDMHS Newsletter No I 0 I. Two members in 
particular deserve special thanks, they are Paul Sowan & M C 
Black (both of whom are also Subterranea Britannica 
members). Paul supplied over 30 references regarding 
'Coprolites' and 11 references regarding 'Collyweston'. MC 
Black supplied information regarding 'Coprolite Mining' 
which included a number of fascinating photographs. 

PDMHS members requiring further information on either 
'Coprolite Mining' or 'Collyweston Stone Mine' are welcome 
to contact me. 

PS: COPROLITE (Description): Put crudely, coprolite is 
fossilised dinosaur dung, therefore a phosphate, therefore 
useful as a fertiliser. 
Paul Chandler 

NEW MEMBERS 
E C Salthouse Kelso 
N Nix Blaneanau-Ffestiniog 
M Hollingworth Over Kellet 
C Hossack Leicester 
A O'Dea & P Humberstone 

Whaley Bridge 
Miss V J Banks Huddersfield 
J Bunting Matlock 
A& D Hall Chesterfield 
A Banner Clay Cross 
SF Turner & Family Coleorton 
D Kitto-Smith Orpington 
Mrs B Stables Leicester 
S M Gray Cardiff 
Derbyshire Dales District Council 

Bakewell 
S J Price Radcliffe on Trent 
J Collins/I Openshaw & Family 

Chesterfield 
D Rigley Dronfield 

CORPORA TE VANDALISM 
The standing remains ofNickalum Mine, a photo of 

which is to be found on page 171 of "Lead Mines of the Peak 
District", were knocked down and all the large stones removed 
over the Christmas period .... 
Roy Paulson 

FUTURE OF THE DEEPEST MINE IN THE USA 
The deepest mine in the USA is likely to become a 

physics laboratory. Homestake Gold Mine at Lead, South 
Dakota, is one of the country's oldest mines and will shortly 
be closed. It is now over 2200m deep and the cost of 
conversion to a physics laboratory is likely to cost $280m. 
Part of the mine is already being used as a laboratory and it is 
intended to convert another part into an underground visitor 
centre to promote local tourism and ease the unemployment 
situation. 
IR Brown (World Tunnelling Dec 2001) 
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A WARD FOR SOCIETY MEMBER 
Society member, septuagenarian David Tew was 

awarded a Doctorate (PhD) by Leicester University in 1997 
for his thesis entitled:- The origins, rise and decline of free 
mining customs in England and North Wales: a legal 
standpoint. 

David has kindly donated to our library a collection of 
photocopied items of mining interest that he examined in the 
course of preparing his thesis. 
Roy Paulson 

THE OLLERENSHA W TABLE 
The Ollerenshaw Table, a Blue John and gilt brass work 

of art created some 140 years ago, was recently sold by 
Sotherby's for a reported £100,000. The top of the table 
consists of segments of Blue John fluorspar known as "bull
beef' which came from the Blue John Cavern. 

The table was acquired by the parents of Arthur 
Ollerenshaw in 1945 and given to Arthur and his wife as a 
wedding present. The Ollerenshaws (senior) had bought the 
Blue John Cavern at Castleton in 1920. 

Eva Ollerenshaw, the widow of Arthur, opened the 
Ollerenshaw collection of Blue John at the Cavendish 
Museum in Castleton. The Ollerenshaw Table was on display 
in the Museum until recently. 
Paul Chandler (Derbyshire Times 29 11 OJ) 

ROYLEDGE AND ECTON MINES MEET 
1. Royledge Mine 

Our destination for the start of this meet was Roy ledge 
Farm where we were fortunate to be offered the shelter of a 
comfy straw-floored barn in which to change, a very 
promising start to the day! 

Our guide Len Kirkham has been very active in the 
Mixon area of copper and lead mining for many years, and 
provided us with a wealth of interesting background 
information on the mines and the epic dig that led to the 
rediscovery ofRoyledge mine. A short walk brought us to the 
present entrance to the adit, a lidded concrete pipe containing 
a short section of ladder that dropped us straight onto a fast 
flowing stream some 30 metres short of its collapsed outfall. 

The adit, constructed to drain Royledge and New York 
mines in the 1850' s, is in dark limestone and shale and for the 
most part is walking or stooping in slightly above welly-height 
water. Much evidence of the epic struggle that Len and his 
team had in regaining access through collapsed shale is all 
around with strategically placed props and timbers 
everywhere. 

The visit took on a more serious aspect as Len led us up 
to the stoped-out mine workings where we encountered a 
variety of crawls and an element of discomfort; there was even 
a squeeze. However, the rich variety of mineralisation, 
including veritable forests of superfine needles of selenite and 
beautiful blue-green stained flows of calcite, set against the 
contrasting black of the limestone made it easy for us to forget 
the pain in our battered knees. 

Regrettably a bitter boundary dispute brought about the 
early closure of the mine in 1862 but not before the removal of 
a profitable quantity of copper ore. 

2. Clayton Adit/Chadwick Mine 
Normally there is no access to any part of the Ecton 

Mines. Special permission was given by GeofCox for this 
visit. 



Construction of the Clayton Adit took place in the 
1750's, and the first section is superbly stone-arched and 
allows comfortable walking in ankle deep water. Following 
on from the arched section, the level continues being driven in 
marble-like limestone - black and shot through with veins of 
pure white calcite. 

The main mineralised pipe leading off the adit is soon 
reached. When worked out the remaining voids served as a 
gigantic flue for the engine below, and we were able to climb 
up the sporting sooty slopes to a great height. 

The engine chamber with its eerie whitewashed chimney 
is perhaps the most memorable feature of this mine, especially 
since it is usually first encountered as a reflection in a huge 
flooded-to-the-brim I OOOft deep shaft. Many stories are told of 
careless explorers who disturb the stillness of the deep blue
green waters by falling unceremoniously into its chill 
embrace: most quickly scramble out amid peals of laughter -
but not today. 

From here we travelled along a short level to the 
Cascades, a series of spectacularly wet climbs in complete 
contrast to the flue, since the lively cascade has over a period 
of 200 or so years deposited large quantities of creamy white 
calcite on floor and walls. This took us to Chadwick mine and 
for a few of the more hardy explorers, the chest deep waters 
and sweeping pick tracery of Chadwick Sough. 

Our visit ended with a hike along the seemingly 
interminable but fascinating Bag Level to the base of a run-in 
shaft in Waterbank mine, and we were surprised to learn later 
that we had travelled almost the full length of Ecton Hill. 

A brilliant day out. Many thanks to Len Kirkham for his 
organisation, and for imparting such a range of information to 
us all. 
David Webb 

RETURN OF THE MINER 
The PDMJIS logo is a copy of an early medieval carved 

stone depicting a Derbyshire lead miner, the "T'owd Man". 
The original carved stone is to be found built into the south 
transept of the Wirksworth Parish Church. 

But there is more to this carving than meets the eye!! 
The carving stood for centuries in Bonsall Parish Church 

but it was removed from the church for safe keeping in 1863 
when the church was renovated. It turned up in a garden at 
Bonsall several years later. Eventually it was moved to 
Wirksworth and built into the Parish Church. 

Bonsall residents have always wanted to get ''T'owd 
Man" back as they considered it to be part of their village 
heritage 

They could not have the original so the Parish Council, 
commissioned the carving of a replica. The replica stone is a 
perfect match of the original. It is now set in the wall of the 
recently restored "bandstand" which overlooks the historic 
Cross. 

The plaque beneath the carving gives a resume of the 
history and the movement of the original "T'owd Man". The 
plaque also states that the replica was carved by Graham 
Barfield ofBolehill in December 2002. Oops!! 

Yes, it was originally planned to erect the carving in 
December 200 l but it was delayed until January 2002. The 
engraver was advised that year was to be changed to 2002 but 
was not informed that there was to be a month change also. 
Roy Pa11/so11 (Matlock Mercury 2011102) 
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THE 5th INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON 
SOUTERRAINS AT LIVERPOOL 

Following a successful presentation at the 2000 
International Symposium on Souterrains in Croatia, the 
Friends of Williamson's Tunnels were invited to host the event 
on our own shores in 2002 . The 5th International Congress on 
Souterrains, otherwise known as 'Souterrain2K2', will take 
place from 8 to l 2t August this year in Liverpool. 

The friendly gathering of underground enthusiasts from 
around Europe is a growing event and offers discussions, 
presentations of papers and visits to subterranean features 
around the conference location. This year's Liverpool event 
will include visits to the likes of an old (underground!) 
Overhead Railway station and tunnel, the working Cheshire 
Salt Mines, the hidden workings of the road tunnel under the 
Mersey and, the hosts' pet favourite, the strange 19th century 
Williamson's Tunnels. There is a daily charge of about £20 
which covers meals, transport, facilities, etc. and delegates can 
join in for as many of the four days as they like. 

Enthusiasts from NAMJIO member organisations are 
invited to attend this congress, - even make a presentation or 
present a paper (all AV equipment is provided). Booking (as 
early as possible) is essential and details are available on the 
event web site: 

www.souterrain2k.2.co.uk. 
Otherwise, please contact the organiser, Chris Iles, Tel: 07976 
848 458. 
Bill Douglas 

ENERGY NOTES 

I. "Coal-fired power station proposal" 
Richard Budge, who saved Yorkshire's Hatfield Colliery, 

has expressed an interest in constructing a 500 megawatt coal
fired power station next to the pit, while the Government has 
been called upon to aid the development of clean coal power 
stations. (15 Oct FT 9) 

2. " Labour wants to build 15 new nuclear power plants" 
In direct contradiction to both the Labour party's election 

manifesto of 1997, and the demands of environmentalists, the 
UK Government's energy review is planning to recommend 
that its 15 nuclear reactors should be replaced rather than 
decommissioned. The review is also to recommend that the 
nuclear power industry be exempt from a 'green' energy tax, 
making nuclear fuel more competitive than both coal and gas. 
(5 Nov Sunday Times 2, Observer l) 

3 . "Clean coal is the key. say miners" 
The coal industry has launched a fight for its survival 

after leaked Government proposals for 15 new nuclear power 
stations were widely interpreted as its death sentence. The 
British Association Colliery Management has called on the 
Government to invest in coal power stations instead. (26 Nov 
Sun Exp 2, Guard 20) 

4. " Coal output alert sparks pits fear Britain's largest coal 
producer" 

UK Coal is facing the prospect of closing its 13 
remaining operations because production is Im tons below 
expectations. (27 Nov Times 24, Guard 21, D Mail 57, 
Roger Gosling 
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DEVELOPMENT OF LISHEN ZINC MINE, IRELAND 
Development of the Lisheen Mine in County Tipperary, 

the largest underground zinc mine in Europe, is being speeded 
by specialist admixtures from Sika Ireland. Two Aliva wet 
process concrete spraying machines are fed by an 11 m3 mine 
truck containing fresh concrete which has to be transported 
nearly 2km underground over rough roadways. The concrete 
mix has to survive the journey without segregation, need no 
remixing before use and spray with minimum rebound. 

Spraying rates of up to 55m3 a shift have been achieved, 
and the system is now also in use at the nearby Galmoy Mine. 
New Civil Engineer Concrete Supplement Nov 2001 

PEAK DISTRICT MINES - OBSERVATIONS AND 
DISCOVERIES- PART 2 

1. Horse Level: Bugsworth Hall Colliery: 
Buxworth. Derbyshire. SK 0192 8230 DON ( 0 SS'+ 

A fine example of an arched horse level driven into 
the foot of a steep slope just above the minor road from 
Buxworth to Bridgemont and is visible from here. On the 
hillside directly above this feature is a tall square chimney 
on the site of a coal pit shown on the 1899 OS map for the 
area. It appears that the mine was called Bugsworth Hall 
Colliery and the level might be a haulage way into the 
workings. If anybody has further information concerning 
the above mine, could this please be passed on to the 
authors. Present: John Barnatt, Chris Heathcote. 

2. Buddle Dam: Oxlow Rake: Peak Forest. Oow ( 
Derbyshire. SK 1289 8040 of>S 6 

On Oxlow Rake there is an excellent example of a 
large flat-topped huddle dam situated at the head of a dry 
valley that is a southern tributary of Conies Dale. Close 
by are the dressing floors of Clear the Way Mine. This 
fine stretch of surface remains following a large rake, now 
a Scheduled Ancient Monument, also has many 
interesting features nearby, including large opencuts in 
the vein, water storage and huddling ponds and ruined 
coes. Present: John Barnatt, Chris Heathcote. 

3. Dressing Floor: Oxlow Rake: Peak Forest. 
Derbyshire. SK 1255 8000 

On Oxlow Rake, one of the damaged dressing floors 
along its length has a series of interesting features. 
Upslope there is the well-known semicircular bouse team 
or ore hopper, while below there are fragmentary remains 
of lea ts, huddling features and buildings. More intriguing, 
to the north-west side, there is a small flat-topped hillock 
with a central depression and concentric hollow and 
channel leading to the outer edge of the hillock. It is not a 
crushing circle and is too small for a gin circle. If ideas 
spring to mind as you visit the feature, please let us know 
your thoughts. Present: John Barnatt, Chris Heathcote, 
Jim Rieuwerts, Phil Shaw. 

4. Rail Supports: Ha}licar Wood Sough (Groaning 
Tor Level). Via Gellia: Middleton by Wirksworth. 
Derbyshire. SK 2830 5722 

This easy walk-in level, which is over 250m long, 
has fine sweeping pickwork and is coffin level-shaped in 
parts. In several places the main passage has lines of 
small rocks along its sides; these were purposefully put 
here to prevent the rails of a narrow gauge tramway from 
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splaying and thus derailing tubs. If anyone has seen 
similar features elsewhere please could they let us know. 
Present: John Barnatt, Pete Burgess, Chris Heathcote. 

5. Leat. Danebower Colliery: Wildboarclough, 
Cheshire. SK 009 697. 

The fine surface remains at this coalmine have 
previously been reported in the Bulletin (Dave Williams 
in Vol. 10.2). However, running alongside the River 
Dane, on the Derbyshire side of the river, and eroded 
away in parts, there is a long stretch of a large leat that 
appears to have previously escaped attention. This heads 
downstream towards the well-preserved lower adit 
entrance, terraced loading platform and nearby roofless 
building, and may have been taken here via a launder over 
the river, but the use to which the water would have been 
put is not known. Present: John Barnatt, Chris Heathcote. 

6. Workings: Tideswell Dale: Litton, Derbyshire. SK 
1538 7435 

In the upper part ofTideswell Dale to the east of the 
Tideswell to Millers Dale road is a good example of a 
substantial stone built loading platform and with what 
appears to be two large storage hoppers incorporated in its 
build. In the vicinity are several small basalt quarries 
(one is marked as an adit on some editions of the OS 
White Peak map). Alongside the previously noted 
quarries are the surface hollows and hillocks of a lead 
vein running down the hillside between the platform and 
quarries (Thorney or Thornhill Slack Vein. J. Rieuwerts. 
pers. comm.). To the south of the platform and almost in 
line with the vein is what appears to be a partly-blocked 
but drafting adit. Present : Chris Heathcote, Phil Shaw. 

7. Adit: Tideswell Dale: Tideswell. Derbyshire. SK 
1530 7390 

A short distance further down Tideswell Dale, at the 
foot of the hillside on the opposite side of the stream to 
the footpath, is what appears to be the totally blocked 
entrance to an adit. Immediately outside are packs of 
deads placed to flank an access way into the adit. Several 
shotholes are to be seen in the rock walls at the adit 
entrance. Present: Sue Heathcote, Chris Heathcote. 

8. Possible Miners Track: Cop Rake: Castleton. 
Derbyshire SK 1305 8009 

On the high ridge of ground, once known has 
Torbett Brink, is a good example of a track running 
diagonally up the hillside. It was possibly used by miners 
as it leads to the undisturbed lead workings at this part of 
Cop Rake. Present: John Barnatt, Chris Heathcote. 

9. Possible Miners Tracks: Cave Dale. Castleton. 
Derbyshire. SK 1490 8218 

In Cave Dale, slightly higher up the dale than the outcrop 
of the Cave Dale Lava, is a series of possible miners tracks 
running up the steep eastern daleside. One runs diagonally up 
the dale side, while another takes a less severe zigzag route. It 
is possible that these were used by Castleton miners as access 
paths to the nearby Dirtlow Rake workings. Present: Chris 
Heathcote. 

Note: The gremlins got at the title of item I in the 
Part I of the series this should read Buddle Trough and 
Gautries Rake. 



Platform: Wardlow Sough Tail. Cressbrook Dale. 
GDerbyshire. SK 174 747 

In Part 1 it was suggested that the circular platform 
outside the sough entrance may have been an original feature 
used for a capstan. This is not the case; it was built several 
years ago by members of the society when the sough was 
being re-opened (Dave Williams and Terry Worthington -
personal communication). 

If you have information on any of the sites noted or 
would like to contribute to future issues of this series of 
notes, please contact: 

Chris Heathcote, 15 Links Road, Chapel en le Frith, 
Stockport, SK12 6TX, (01298 814822) or John Barnatt, 21 
The Front, Fairfield, Buxton, Derbys, SKI 7 7EQ, (01298 
77923). E-Mail: John.Bamatt@btinternet.com 

FAT AL COAL MINING ACCIDENT IN MEXICO 
The bodies of three Mexican miners were recovered and 

10 were missing, presumed dead, after an accident flooded a 
small coal mine in northern Mexico, trapping the miners 200 
feet below ground. 

Four divers and about 150 other rescue workers battled 
against black water and collapsed tunnels in an attempt to 
recover the bodies from La Espuelita Coal Mine in Barroteran, 
about 90 miles southwest of the Texas border city of Eagle 
Pass. 

The accident occurred on Wednesday 23 January 2002. 
The mine is a privately owned operation known as a "pocito'', 
where thin seams of coal are mined using methods of work 
that generally violate Mexican safety standards. The mine has 
only one vertical shaft which is used for access and coal 
drawing. Mines with single vertical shafts are illegal in most 
countries, including Mexico, because they offer no escape 
route ifthe shaft becomes blocked. 

The Authorities have not determined the cause of the 
accident, but rescuers and mine veterans said miners digging 
for coal likely broke through to an adjacent abandoned tunnel 
that had flooded . 

The disaster in Barroteran is the second in Coahuila's 
coal-mining region in four months. In September, a dozen 
miners died when a mine exploded in the village of Santa 
Mara, about 30 miles north of La Espuelita. 
Roger Gosling (San Antonio Express-News) 

LAKELAND NOTES 
1. High insurance premiums hits proposed new guany 

The proposal to reopen Guards Wood Quarry, a flag slate 
quarry near Coniston and which is on National Trust land is 
under threat. The quarry was last worked in 1920. The 
proposal, which is supported by the National Trust, is for 
small scale working to provide materials for restoration of 
local properties. 

The problem with the proposed reopening of the quarry 
is that insurance companies are asking for circa £10,000 per 
year to provide the required indemnity to protect the operation. 
These costs, coupled with the low level of production 
proposed may make the proposal uneconomic. 

2. Greenside Mine 
A start was recently made to stabilise the ground at 

Greenside Mine. The £ l .4m project involves the reshaping of 
Tailings Dam and with other work on watercourses and 
retaining walls on the site. 
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3. Low Brandy Crag Quarry. Coppermines Valley. Coniston 
The Lake District National Park Authority has given 

permission to extract 20,000 tonnes of the distinctive silver 
grey slate from the quarry at Coniston. The 10 year 
extraction programme will result in the lowering of the quarry 
floor by 15 metres. 

The level of proposed output will result in six lorry loads 
of slate clog being transported to a production unit in Kirkby 
in Furness each week. 
CAT Newsletter 

WORLD HERITAGE SITE 
The Neolithic Flint Mines at Spiennes in Belgium have 

been declared a World Heritage Site. This is an encouraging 
move towards recognising the importance of underground 
archaeology, albeit in Belgium rather than Britain. 

Spiennes is a hamlet 5km south east of Mons (Bergen) 
and is on a par with Grimes Graves in England; Ryckholt, St 
Geetruid in The Netherlands and Krzemionki in Poland. A 
description, site map and mine sections are given in Robert 
Shepherd's "Prehistoric Mining and Allied Industries". 
(Academic Press, 1980, pages 68-76). 
Paul Sowan 

THE END FOR THE LEADMINERS' LIBRARY 
Britain's oldest subscription library was established in 

County Durham in 1788. It was set up to educate lead miners 
and their families and there are about 3000 books in the 
collection. 

The books, however, do not generally relate to lead 
mining. When the library began, books about Methodism 
were the most popular. Victorian romances won the 
popularity stakes for a time and by the 1950's Westerns were 
popular. The books are kept on shelves in the bedroom of a 
modest terrace cottage in a remote County Durham village. 

Florence Hodgson has overseen the library for 55 years 
but nowadays there is no demand for the library. The library 
has been unused for the last three years. Although the 
collection is unique, there are very few tomes that are valuable 
if taken in isolation. 
Roy Paulson (Daily Telegraph 21 6 OJ) 

COPY FOR THE JULY 2002 EDITION OF 
THE NEWSLETTER 

The deadline for material for the next edition of the 
Newsletter is 1June2002. Copy, articles, photographs, 

letters etc should be sent to:-
Wes Taylor, 18 Station Lane, Walton on Trent, 

SWADLINCOTE, Derbys, DE12 8NA. 
Tel:- (01283) 713315. 

E-Mail:- wes@wtaylor44.fsnet.co.uk 

SOCIETY WEB SITES 
Society: www.pdmhs.com 

Museum: www.peakmines.co.uk 

The contents of this Newsletter are in the Public Domain and may be 
reproduced without permission provided due acknowledgement is 
made of the source. 
Opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily reflect the opi"jon of the Society. Copy 
submitf~d for publicatiop is not checked by the Editor for 
accuracy. 


